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This report describes the results obtained from an 
electrical geophysical survey carried out in the' vicinity of 

Kelly Hot Springs~ California, during October, 1973 by Robert 
B. Furger~on under contract to Geothermal Power Corp. The 

objective.of the survey was to outline areas of anomalously 
conductive ground which may be associated with geothermal 
activity for the purpose of locating drilling sites to test 
the potential for geothermal power production fro~ the prospect. 

The area surveyed lies in ~odoc County, in northesat California 
approximately 17 miles west of Alturas and immediately east 
of Canby on Highway 299 (see Figure 1 for location map). 
The survey areq is covered by the Alturas·e California~topo

graphic map of the u.s. Geological Survey at a scale of 

1z62t500. 

.. General C eolQgy_and Stru_ct.ure 

The survey area lies in the g6omorphic province known 

as the Modoo Plateau and is characterized by extensive Tertiary 
and Quaternary lava flows, volcanoes 9 and cinder cones. These 

volcanic rocks overlie lake and stream sediments' of Pliocene 
age 9 known as the Alturas Formation (Gay. 1959, p. G). The 
province if3 bi:'olcen by nor·thv;est·w r:o.1d north~trencling normal 
faults that divide the volcanic surface into blocks~ ·with 
inte:c·vening GedimerrL~fil1od bard.nE:. Plutonic and metamorphic 

rockc probably underlie the volcanic rocks throughout much 
of the area (11<wDonalcl~ 1966, p. G)). 

'Htt~ r.rert:i m.'y and Qu::;_term:try volcnn.ic; rocks found through·., 

out mo:::;t oJ: the <.;,ren incJude many broad-Gprc·acUng "plateau" 

lavn flows and pyrocl::tst.lc depof:d.ts that ranee in eo~npo£ii tion 
from b:-:tsal t to rhyolite ~:tncl :i.n 8.go from Oligocene to Recent. 

Associated with the vqlcanic rock:;; in many a:r:cr::.s are nonmarine. 
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'l'ertiaqr un.d Ch.uttcrnar~r t10posits 1 both fluvi~J..l and l~::.e:ustrinC?:. 

D:u:ttow~tceous sandston<:s and r:>hcller~ v tuff beds 0 and tuffacecnu:: 

sandstones are n.J.so cormnon. 

rl1he voJ.cnnic rock~~ and asGoehtted continental deposits 

reach great thi(:Ji:'nesses as evid(-me:ed by tho outcrop section 

of more than 5000 feet exposed in the Warner Hanr.;e .(M.c~.cDonald, 

1966) to the east of the survey area, and by wells drilled by 

the Humble Oil and Refining COJnpr-tny in southern Oregon (Chap

man and Bishop, 1968). Tho Thomas Creek unit well #1 in sec. 

18, T. J6 s., R. 18 E., located on a structural hieh about JO 
milen north o:f the California border, war:; still drilling in 

volcanic and continental deposits at its total depth of 12 9 093 
feet. 

necaune most of the Modoc Plateau is covered by the 

Terh.tiry and'.:Qu~i:ernary 'volcanic <leposi ts mentioned F.J.bove 9 

little is known of the regional geologic structure in the 
underlying rocks •. At present gravity is the~ only regional 

geophyoica.r information available for studying these hidden 
structures on a regiom~.l ~~cale (see Chapman and Bishop (1968) 

from which this section was abstracted). 
According to J.,aFehl' (1965) the regional e;ravity field 

in northeastern California decreases from about -120 mgal. 

in the southwest (about 1~ 1 °North 1• 122°VlE!St) to lesr:.J than 

-160 mgal. in the northeast (about h2°North, l20°West:). 

This decrease is prob?bly related to an eastward thiclcening 
of the continental cruE:t. 

Some of the local gravity anomalies of the the Modoc 

P:t.atc<'tll n.re astwciated with oxpo::~ur·cs of pnrticulnr rock 

and Ouatr:r'n<:~ry ucdimentD. A numbc;)' of ct::'.~r. Joc:-tl ar,omal.i.of:: 

locatc(1 within the arcan cove:ce:<l by 1'crt.i.D.ry and Quo:t.ornar-y 
volc:::~.r::i c roclu .. t show no obviour-; rc::tation to rocJ\: type. TheBe 

anolila15. u::; (all pof.d.t:i vc) reach n .. rapl i tudcD ar; c;l'"'Cat :C\8 20 mgal c 

and D..J.'(! found Bouthc~ast of Tule L:::.kc 1 noJ:thwe:f;t of .AdilYp. north-
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west of Klrunath Lake, and both northeast and west of Alturas. 

Pocsible ccn.1ses include near-surface basement rocks • near

surface intrusive rocks, or lateral density chan3~s within 

the volcanic rocks. Several of these positive ahomalies 

arc located along a 11ortheast-trending line between points 
northwest ·or A din and east of Goose J.Jake. The direction of 

this possible trend is nearly 90° to the direction of basin 

and rantse ~:tr-ucture fJhovm in the \\1arne:r- Hange. 

One of the most prominent' faults in the Modoc Plateau 

is the Likely Fault which extends from a point northwest of 

Canby southe::tstward to near Madeline and which is believed 

to be a majol:- strike Blip fault (Gay, 1959). The gravity 

field is not noticeably influenced by the faultt although 

the data are rather sparse in much of this area. 

The part of the gr.:· a vi ty map by Chapman and BiBhop ( 1968) 

which covers the survey area is shown in Figure 2~ Its 
rclationsl1ip to the _electrical su~vcy will be discussed later. 

Plan of the Electrical Survev -----------.. --~--------·---~ 

The el~ctrical resistivity of a rock is a measure of the 

resist~nce to the flow of electrical current and is determined 

almoGt entirely by trw amount and res:i..stiyity of the wa·ter 

contained in its pores. The water rer:d fJtivi ty dt!pends on 

the natut·e of tlw dis~;;olved calts and on t(~mperatu.re. It is 

this depcnd,;ncc: on te:mperatur'c~ that makes electr:i.eal resif-;~ 

tivity lneasm.'cnu•.mts such a uGeful techni<1_ue in irwcstigating 

geotlH~rmal f;yt.;te:ms. With an increase :i.:n temp err, ture and in 

the ;:.imount of dissolved salt~>, the resir~tivity of n rock will 

'decl~L~nse unti.l the boiling point is l:'encheu 1 JKH.:t which the 
res isti vi ty r<lpidly increases. 'J.'he rn tio o.f the re:~;is ti vi ty 

of· the host rock to that in th<>- geotlt(~rmFJ.l cell 1}3 clef ined 

. as tho Geothermal Hr::nistivity Index (GHJ). If ·t;ho salinity 

of the pol~e vw:ter :i.t~ the same in the geothermal reservoir 

an<l in the host rock t 'then 'the ern lu n very c;ood indication 
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Figure 2t Regional eravity map (from Chapman nnd Bishop~ 
1968). Rectanfle shows area covered by Figures 4,5~6. 
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of the elevation of temperature inside the cell and must 

be at least 5 if the reservoir is to produce power (Dr. 

George Keller, Colorado School of Mines, personal communi-. 
cation), In surveys conducted in other geothermal areas, 
.Q.ipole map_p.i.D.g surveyn (also called controlled-source 

telluric-~urrent technique (Purgerson, 1970), total-field 

resistivity mapping (Zohdy, 1973), roving dipole, and dipole
dipole mapping) have been found to be an efficient means 

\ 
about~eothermal for locating the low resistivity regions 

cells. 
Dipole mapping surveys are useful in mapping the geo

graphical extent of deep-lying geothermal reservoirs, but 

provide only a minimum amount of information on the variation 
of resistivity with depth in the ~round. Once the extent 
of a reservoir has been determined, other electrical methods · 
are usually used to determine. the depth to the top and 

bottom of the reservoir. Such information can be obtained 
with Schlunfberger soundings and/or the electromagnetic 
sounding method after dipole mapping is completed. 

In a dipole mapping survey (Furgerson, 1970,. 1973), a 
large amount oi' electric curJ;ent is caused to flow in the 

earth between electrode contacts situated within a few miles 
of the target area. As the current flows through the ground 
from this "dipole" source, its flow pattern will be governed 

by v,ariations in resistivity in the ground to a depth com~ 
parable to th~ offset distance at whiclt the measurements-are 
being made. Because the dipole source is fixed in location 
while many measurements of electric field are made about it, 

any electrical non-uniformities near tl1e so~rce will affect 

all the measurements similarly, and the variation in tho 

characteristics of the electric field from observation point 

to observation poirrt will be indicative of the electrical 



~tructure of the ground primarily in the vici~ity of the 
measurement points. · · ' . 

> .' ~: ., . :. ·.:· ,_.1·.'·:'-: .·. ·.•·.": \:-. ' 

The general scheme of a dipole mapping survey is 
• indicated in Figure 3. A and B are current electrodes 0 MN 1 

and MN2 are voltage measuring dipoles, 6 is the angle between 
the measu~ing poini ~nd the source electrodes, 0 is the angle 
I 

between the voltage measuring dipoles, and R1 and R2 are the 
distances from the measuring point to the source electrodes. 
This array is superficially similar to an azimuthal dipole
dipole array. However, for the electrode separations AB and 
MN to approximate true dipoles. the separation between them 
should be at least five times greater than the larger of AB 
or·'MN (Alpin. l966). Experience, however. shows that for 
a large AB, practical current moments of 2000 to 200,000 amp
meters give reliable field strengths for distances up to five 
or at the most ten times AB. The parameter "current moment" 
is defined as the product of the current flowing into the 
ground· thraugh the current electrodes times the distance 
between the current electrodes. For a given resistivity 
distribution in the groundp the field strength at.a particular 
observ~tion·point is proportional to the current moment. Thus 
most of the stations must be.located at distances R1 for which 
the array is more properly termed a quadripole array for a 
very small R1 or a·pole-bipole arr·ay for a larger R1 • 

A source dipole 1.3 miles long was used in this survey~· 
and the source electrodes were grounded through road culverts. 
Power was provided to the source dipole from a 30 10q motor
gen~rator set. The 208-volt 60-Hz three-phase output of the 
generator was stepped up to 440 volts with a transformer~ . 

·rectified to form. direct current 9 and alternately switched 
to cause current to flow first one way and then the other in 
the line connecting the source electrodes. The period between 
one complete cycle of current flow was selected to be 20 
seconds. so that the ~requencies contained in the waveform 
w~uld be sufficiently low to avoid problems with electro-
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Figure 3t General scheme of a dipole mapping survey. 
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magnetic attenuation of the current field and lack of pen·e~ 
tr~tion caused by skin-depth effects. The current waveform 
was asymmetrical to provide a means for assigning a po~arity 
to voltage detected at the receiving siteso The amplitude 
of the current steps was recorded graphically, and current 
steps witn amplitudes of 23 to 28,amperes were obtainedo 

The electric field from a source dipole was mapped by 
measuring voltages between electrode pairs at many points about 
the source dipole. Because the diiection·of current flow at 
a measurement site is quite unpredictable~' the total voltage 
.drop must be determined by making measurements with two 
electrode pairs oriented at close to right angles to one 
another and adding voltages vectoriallyo The electric field 
is then assumed to be the ratio of voltage drop, to the separ
ation between the measuring electrodes. Measurements were 

,. ,·, 

made with receiving electrode separations of 300 feet. The· 
receiver was·a sensitive DC voltmeter and consisted of a 
high-gain, ,.low-noise, operational amplifier with high input 
impedence (1 X 106 ohms), coarse and fine DC offsets, ~md a 

•' maxifu~~ :s~nsitivity of 20 microvolts per dial. division. An 
·· output jack enabled chart recording of the ~ata when de~iredc 

Electric fields were measured at distances from the source 
dipole ranging up to 3! miles (see Figure lf. for statio·n 

· location map). Measurements were not made closer than about 
one-half mile from the end of the source dipole~ because an 
advantage in using the dipole mapping techni~uc lies in the 
capacity to make measurements at sufficient distance to 
asst~re penetration to depths of many thousands of feet~ 
Meas6rements made close to one end of a dipole source will 

. 'reflect ~he resistivity only to a shallow depthp comparable 
to the distance from the end of the line. The primary data 
obtained are listed in Appendix A. These data mey be converted 
to apparent r~sistivity values usinc several different 
formulas. 
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Figure 4:_ Locations of Schlumberger sounding and dipole 
mapping-source and receiv-er stations~ 
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Tho conventional manner of defining apparent resistivity 
is to consider what resistivity a uniform earth would require 
to provide the voltages actually measured. In a uniform earth, 

• 
current spreads out from a single electrode with spher5.cal 
symmetry. The electric field strength on the surface of the 
earth at a' distance R1 from a single electrode through which 
a current I is passing is th(~n 

E , pi 

1 2nR12 

where .P is the resistivity of the assumed uniform earth. 
When a dipole pair of electrodes is used for a current source, 
there is a second contribution to tho electric field from 
current flowine; through the second electrode: 

E = pi 
. . 2 2nR 2 

2 

where R2 is .. thc distance from the observationpoint to the 
second cur-rent electrode. The electric fields E1 and E2 are 
vector quanti tiN~ and must be added vectorialJ.y. . The vector 
sum is 

[ (R )'~ (R )2 Jl/2 
1 + l{.~ 2 it~ c 0 s 0 

Solving th:is expression for J> provides the means for computing 
apparent resistivity under the assumption of r.;pherically·· 
symmetric spreading of current in a uniform ea:r.tho Values 
for apparorrt resistivity computed with this formula are 

' ' 
listed in Appendix A." 'J.lhose same data were used to compi1e 

'the contour map shown in Figure 5. 
A second common model is one where conductive rocks overlay 

a highly resistant substratum, such n.s crystalline basement 
rocks. For this layered model, the apparent resistivity 
increases linearly wit,h distance from the source dipole for 

I 
I 

i 



distances greater than the depth to the resistant rock. Since 
the current is constrained to flow almost entirely in the 
surface layer of conductive rock, the calculation of resisti
vity on the basis of an assumed spherical spreading of the 
current seems inappropriate. In this caset a more meaningful 
way to reduce the field data might be to use a fot'mula based 
on the assum1)tion of cylindrical spreading. For current 
spreading through a plate, the electric field depends on the 
ratio of plate thickness (h) to resistivity (.f') P h /_p , a 
quantity which is also known as the conductance of the plate, S, 
The electric field at the surface of the plate for a current 
I to a single electrode is 

where R1 again is the distance fr6m the first current electrode 
to the observation point. With the addition of a second 
electrode to complete the dipole current source, the contri
bution of a second electric field at the observation point 
must be considered 

The vector sum of these two electric fields is 

. ·r. (R )2 R ) J 1/2 
ET = 2n~Rl 1 + It~ - 2 (R~ cos .0 

Solving this expression for S provides the means for computing 
' apparent. conductance under the assumption of c~rlindrically

symmetric spreading of current il~ a uniform conducting plate. 
Values for apparent conductance computed with this formula 
are also listed in Appendix A, These same data wo1:-e used to 
compile the contour map shown in Figure 6. 
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Schl~mberger Sounding 

An electrical resistivity sounding consists of a 
succession of apparent resistivity measurements made with an 
increasing electrode separation, the centerof the configur
ation and its orientation remaininc; constant. With larger 
electrode separationsp the effect of material at depth 
becomes more pronounced, and thus the apparent res5.ntivi ty 
values made at the ground surface reflect the vertical dis
tribution of resistivity values in a geological section. 
Thl?re are rathel." severe limits on the amount of lateral 
variation in resistivity permitted with this method, 

The Schlumberger electrode configuration (Chastenet de 
Gery and Kunetz, 1956; Keller and Frischknecht, 1966) consists 
of two current electrodes, A and B, and two potential 
electrodes. M and N. spaced along a straight line as shown 
in Figure '?. The potential electrodes are placed an equal 
distance ·anout the midpoint between the current electrodes 
and are kept sufficiently close together so that the electric 
field between them can be considered constant. In practice, 
the separation of potential electrodes M and N is always 
kept less than one-fifth of the separation between the.current 
electrodes A and B. The formula used for the appar<:mt 
resistivity is 

!W p = K -
a l 

where AV is the potential difference between the potential 
electrodest I is the current_ input to the ground between. the 
current electrodes, and K is the eeometric factor which takes 
the exact location of al1 four of the electrod~s into account 

K ""--· ~--·--
1 1 1 1 --- - -- - --· + --
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Figure 7: Sc[lJ.umbcrrser electrode nrray geometry. 
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With the symmetry described above and letting AB/2 = a 

and MN = b . . .. . . · ~a2 b) 'K=TI--
! . b 4 

Only one set of electrodes, either the CUl"rent or ·(;he 
potential, is moved between successive measurements. Thus 
the potential electrodes remain fixed for several (usually 
3 to· 5) increasingly ex-panded current electrode spacings .. 
The location of the sounding center and the direction of 
electrode expansion are shown on Figure 4. Measurements 
were made with "a" .spacings of 20 feet minimum to .3000 feet 

' 
maximum and were spaced to 
a logarithmic plot of AB/2 
field data are represented 
Figure 8. 

give about 7 points per decade on 
' versus apparent resistivity. The 

by points enclosed in circles on 

The transmitter and rece:i.ver were the same as'that used 
in the ·dipole mapping survey. The output wavefol"'1!1 is a square 
wave 5 and the frequency and wave symmetry are variable~ The 
frequencies used in the sounding varied between 0.'2 and 0.0125 
Hz and generally were selected by consideration of the skin 
depthp the depth at which the amplitude of an electromagnetic 
wave is reduced to 1/e of its surface value (Stacy P .·1969). 
: 

When the frequency is too high for the depth-resistivity 
combination~ the apparent resistivity obtained ·Will be too 
high. A simple empirical test (Meidav and Furgerson, 1972) 
was used to determine the reliability of a measurement. 
Read.ings were taken at more than one frequency a.t a given 
~lecir6de spacing. lienee, a difference in potential electrode 

··voltage of more than .3 to 5 percent between two frequencies was 
used to judge the quality of the data. The data obtained viith 
longer periods were deemed more reliable. Coupling between . 
CU~"Teht and potential lines and· grounded fences caused extreme 
problems dut•ing the first day of Schlumberger soundingj but 
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it was greatly reduced the second day by keeping the wires 
at least 1000 feet from the grounded fecnes and /or crossing 

the grounded fences at 45° or more. 
Interpretation consisted of decomposing (or'inverting) 

the field curve into layer thicknesses and layer resistivities, 
assuming a horizontally-layered structure. How "true" the 
values of thickness and resistivity are depends on the degree 
of validity of assuming a horizontally-layered structurer 
how equivalent the curve is1 the available correlations; and 
the technique used in accomplishing the actual inversion. 
Decomposition consisted of three steps. The first involved 
making a graphical interpretation by the auxiliary point 
method (Zohdy 9 '1965; and Orellana and Mooneyt 1966). In the 

· second the auxiliary interpretation and the fie~d curve were 
input into a computer program developed by Crous (1971) which 
Hankel-transforms the field data into the "lr.ernal" domain and, 
with the auxiliary curve interpretation as a first cut, arrives 
at an·intePpretation by a least squares fitting routine. The 
output is in terms of each layer's longitudinal conductance 
(S) or transverse resistance (T). In the third step the values 
of S and T were input into a computer program which computes 
theoretical sounding curves for the Schlumberger array over a 
multi·~ layered horizontal earth (Argelo, 1967). The theoretical 
curve obtained by the above procedure is represented by the 
solid line on Figur~ 8. 

Evaluation o_f the Survey Data 

'It must be stressed that the apparent' values for re~istivi ty 
' or conductance calculated from dipole mapping data are the 

actual values only in the case in which the structure of the 
earth is as simple as that assumed in defining these quantities. 
That is, the earth must be . completely unifo1."1n laterally. How
ever~ if a conductive geothermal reservoir is present in the 
survey areaf we expect this condition to be violated. The 
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computed values of apparent resistivity and apparent con
ductance will be functions of any lateral changes in resis
tivity which are present. 

'.rhe calculation of apparent l'CSifJtivi ty is Oased on the 
model of a completely uniform earth. In many survey areas, 
in addition to the anomalous conductivity associated with a 
geothermal cell. there is a marked contrast in resistivity 
between the porous section in which the geothermal reservoir 
exists and the underlying basement. For measurements made at 
distances from the sourc~ greater than the depth to basement, 
the apparent resistivity value computed from the field measure·
ments mainly reflects the higher basement resistivityc When 
this effect is present, apparent resistivity contours form an 
elliptical pattern about the source (see thevret:i.cal map of 
Figure 9). The eccentricity of the ellipses reflects the 
well-lcnovnl fact that measurements made along the polar axis of 
a dipole source do not detect the presence of a resistant 
basement·urttil larger spacings are reached than are required 
when measurements are made along the equatorial axis (Keller 
and Frischknecht. 1966). It should also be noted.that.there 
are two small regions about the ends of the dipole where the 
apparent resistivity is lower than unity, the resistivity 
assigned to· the surface layer. The elliptic behavior makes 
it more difficult to see the patterns in resistivity which 
may be asso~iated with local anomalies such as are present in 
geothermal cells, and in addition~ make~ it difficult to 
superimpose measurements made from different dipole sources 
on a common map. 

This problem .for the layered moclel can be eliminate~l to 
a concidc1:-able d.cg·.cee by using thG appa:t"'ent conductance value:::-;~ 

computed on the assumption that current spreads thro~gh a 
conducting plate. The thickness of the plate (that is, the 
thickness of .tho porous part of the section) need not be known, 
if the distance 8.t which H1easuremcnts are made is grcr:~ter than 
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Figure 9 s Apparent resistivity dipole map for the case of a 
two layer sequence in which the surface layer has 
unit resistivity, the second layer resistivity is 
1009 times that of the first layer, and the thick
ness of the first layer is half of the source 
dipole length.(from Furgerson and Keller, 1973). 
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0.4 

Figure lOs Apparent conductance dipole map for the case of a 
two layer sequence in which tho surface layer has 
unit resistivity? the second layer resistivity is 
1000 times that of the first layer, and the thick·· 
ness of the' first layer j_s half of t~c source 

. dipole lenc;th (from Furgerson and Keller, 197.3). 
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the plate thickness. In contrast to the large variations in 
apparent reE:isti vi ty as a function of distance from the source, 
the values of apparent conductance show very little change 
over most of the theoretical map (Figure 10)o after reaching 
some 98 percent of the correct value of conductance for the 
surface layer at a distance of about one unit from the dipole. 
The shape of the contours several source lengths away from 
the source are roughly hyperbolic. 

The ·relative merits of apparent resistivity and apparent 
·conductance. may be investigated in several ways. One of these 
is to consider the distribution patterns for the two quantities 
(Figure 11). These distributions are histograms for the 
frequency of o~currence of measured values (as tabulated in 
Appendix A and contoured in Figures 5 and 6), with the intervals 
over which the histograms are compiled being taken as geometric 
progressions. Both histograms appear to be bimodal with 
apparent-resistivity medians of 3.1 and 12.1 ohm-meters and 
with apparmt-conductance medians of 480 and 970 mhos. The 
bimodal character is typical of theoretically computed maps 
in which the. electrical properties vary laterally (Furgerson. 
and Keller, ·1973). 

With the bimodal character as ba6kg~ound, an analysis 
of the electrical structure can be made·. The higher apparent
conductance rnedian.of 9'10 mhos is produced by two areas on 
Figure 6. One of these is a closed, circular anomaly in the 
north half of section 27~ T.42N.,R.10E.p and.the second is 
the area west of a reasonably straight line running N.J0°Ee 
thr~ugh sections 19v 11, and 9, T$42N.,R.10E. The rest of 
the mapped area conforms reasonable well to the other apparent-

' conductance median of 480 mhos. This is especially true when 
it is observed that the apparent-conductance hintogram (Figure 
11) shows marked skewing towards lower values from the 480 mho 
median. 
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Figure 11: Histograms showing the distribution of dipole 
mapping values for apparent resistivity and 
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The N.30°E. boundary was theoretically model~d·as ·a 

sta~ply dipping contact between two media of differing 
electrical properties, both of which lie on a basement of high 
resistivity. This was done because the apparent• conductance 
measured in the region on the far side of the contact from a 
source dipole will be less than the true conductance. The 

study showed that the ~- conductance to the west of the 
N.)0°E. boundary is probably closer to 1700 mhos. In·fact, 
because~signal·levels to the west of the N.30°E. boundary 
were very low as a result of the high conductance and large 
distance from the source, the apparent conductance values 
obtained are probably to low and, thereforer the true con ... 
ductance may be even higher than 1700 mhos, 

As might be expected in an area of complex· electrical 
structure, the apparent-resistivity medians do not appeal"' 
to correspond to the same map regions as the apparent-con
ductance medians. The higher apparent-resistivity median of 
12.1 ohm-:m~ters corresponds to a dike-like band of high 
resistivities trending N,J0°E. and bounded on the northwest 
by the N.J0°E. conductance boundary discussed previously and 

·on the southeast by~ much more poorly defined line trending 

,· 

~- :. 

... ·. 

. ·o 
N"30 E. through sections 29, 21, and 15, T.42N., R.lOE. .. 
Looking carefully·again at the apparent-conductance map and 
histogram, the same dike-like trend can be roughly seen in 
the 200 to JOO mho lows in the SW corner of sec. 20 and the 
east half of sec. 16, T.42N., R.10E. Both the apparent
resistivity and apparent~conductance dike-like trends appear 
to be broken by a northwest trend through tho SW corner of 
see;,· 16 p T. L1.;~N. R. :i.OE. Both 81:"0 tr-uncated o:n the no:.···~.>eaat 

' at about the NE corner of sec. 16p 11 ,4·2N. 0 R.10E. p and ro;:;.y 
by truncated on the southwest althoue;h data is sparse· in this 
area. ~~he second apparent-resistivity median of ).1 ohm-· 
meters corresponds to the area southeast and northeast of the 
dike-like trend and outside the very low resistivity, closed, 
circular anomaly in the northern half of sec. 27, T.42No, R.10Ev 
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The resistivities of the stations (42, 45, and 48 on 
Figure 4) northwest of the N.J0°E. line marking the boundary 
of the irrferred 1700 mho or greater conductance region are 
only. maximum values because of the low signal level. In order. 
to more accurately conii~~-the resistivity of this very 
promising' region, a Schlumberger sounding was made in the west 
half of sec. 19 9 T.42N., R.10E. (see Figure 4 for location 
and Figure 8 for data). The sounding was made at the end of 
the survey and unfortunately could not be continued past 3000 
feet AB/2t because a weather front moved in with rain, hail~ 
and 40 1n.p.h. winds: The interpretation procedure outlined 
earlier gave the following results: 

resistivit~ in ohm-meters 

JO 
4,1+ 

50 
1.5 
1.·0 

depth extent in feet 
0 to 11 

11 to 44 

44 to 55 
55 to 1000 

1000 to 3000 or more 

This is very encouraging, If we use the conductance value 
of 1700 mhos derived earlier and the above sounding infor

mationv a 5000 ft thick section of low·resistivity material 
I 

appears to be indicated. 
The circular anomaly in sec. 27, T.42N. P R.10E .. is also· 

a very promising anomaly~ and its map exten~ is delinuated 
by the BOO mho contour of Figure 6o Good· depth extent is 
suegested by its 0.65 to 1.25 mile distance from the nearest 
current; electrode Q Such a distance fl::om the curl:-ent :Jot~):'ce 

virtually eliminates the possibility that the anomaly is a 
surface featurec 

The gravity map discussed earlier on a regional basis 
tends to support the electrical int~rpretations and suggests 
one possibility for the heat sourceo The electrical survey 
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area is outlined on the gravity map in Figure 2, and although 
the gravity data is sparse chows some very interesting features. 
A local gravity high separating two lows is indicated by the 
-155 and -150 rugal. contours. The high is situated a little 
east of and trlJnds in the same direction as the dike-like 
band of high resisti.vi ty, and may represent a near surface 
intrusive and be the heat source for the geothermal features 
observed at the surface. The two flanking lows suggest lower 
density, higher porosity materialand probably corresponds,at 
least in part. to the two highly conductive anomalies, 

Conclusions anQ. Recommendations 

The results of the electrical geophysical survey should 
be integrated with the results of other geological and 
geophysical surveys carried out in the area to assure that 
the interpretations presented here are compatable with all 
the information available. Presuming they are, the electrical 
geophysical survey points to two locations as being the most 
likely for testing of the geothermal power production.capacity 
of th~ prospect~ The first is a closed, circular anomaly in 
the northern half of sec. 27, T.42N., R.10Eo and is delineated 
by the 800 mho contour on Figure 6. The second is the area 
northwest of a line trending about N.J0°E. through sections 19, 
11, and 9, TQ42N.,R.10E. and is delineated by the 1000 mho 
contour on Figure 6. The data also suggest that holes must be 
drilled·to depths of 2000 feet or more to test the low-resis
tiv~ty porous interval where geothermal production would be 
exp~ctcd to be obtainedo 

The first of the above anomalies (sec. 27, 1ro42Nop R.10E.) 
is suggested as the one to test first. The most obvious reason 

-the 
is that it isvonly one located on land already leased. The 
second reason is that the western anomaly, although highly 
promising r has been delineated only on one side. Experience 
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in other geothornwJ. areas shows that mN;t economic gcotherJnD1 

colls are characterized by closed electrical anomalies. The 
weE;tern B.noma1y inay indeed close to the v;e~::d.~v but more elec:t:cical 

' 
work is reeommcm.ckd before deciding to 1oc:;d;e a test. 

It is ther·efore recoiamended that a lesu~ing program be 

initiated. to acquire additional land sotru/Pthe t:t."'acks of the 

Southern Pacific Railroad and west to at least the road running 
north-south through Canby. A dipole source should be situated 
somewhere north of Canby to test the western area. One or 
more electrical soundings in the western anomaly would also 
be recommended, as well as one in the eastern anomaly (sec. 
27~ T.42N.p R.10E.)o 
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The following quantities for the dipole mapping survey are listed: 

N Station number 

Rl Distance from observation point to one end of the 
source dipole, measured in miles 

R2 Distance from observation point to the other end 
of the dipole source, measured in miles 

D The angle between the two lines Rl and R2 running 
from an observation point to the.tHo ends of the 
source dipole 

T The angle bet1veen the two directions in which 
electric field measurements were made at each 
site, nominally 90 degrees 

Vl Voltage measured between one pair of receiver 
electrodes, in microvolts 

V2 Voltage measured between the other pair of 
~ receiver electrodes, in microvolts 

L Length of receiver dipole, in meters 

I Amplitude of current steps, in amperes 

RA Apparent resistivity calculated assuming spherical 
spreading of current in a uniform earth, in ~~m-m 

SA Apparent conductance calculated assuming cyli.ndrieal 
spreading of current in a uniform conducting plate, 
in mhos 



.•1' 

N R1 

1 0 .. 65 

2 10 04 

3 1" 42 

4 1 o82 

6 0o57 

7 0 .. 93 

8 

R2 

1 "91 

3 G 10 

1. 8 7 

2d16 
. 

9. 1.7s· 2~37 

10 . 2 .. 20 

1 1 

12 
,. 

13 3o3l 3~73 

14 

. 1 5 lo 38 2. 34 
~ .. " . 

- 16 

17 0. 38 

0~ 77 l~37 

19 

20 1 0 62 1. 68 

1 < 7 2 

2:?. 
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